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About This Software

Zoom Player is a Powerful, Flexible and Highly Customizable Media Player and Media Center software for the Windows PC
platform. Using our Smart Play technology, more media formats play with less hassle, improved stability and greater

performance. Zoom Player's fullscreen navigation interface is based on a simple 5-Key system (up/down/left/right/select). The
5-key system is suitable for easy access and navigation by novices and experts alike.

Dedicated support staff & documentation

With Zoom Player, you are not only getting a professional quality software, but also tech support from fans, QA personal and
access to the development and art team.

To top it off, Zoom Player's documentation is unparallelled in scope, every feature is explained in great detail, the vast number
of customization features are easily searchable through the options dialog search feature and selected features are shown &

automatically highlighted.

Main Features

A polished user interface (check the screenshots!) with no bloat!

The User-Interface is customizable to the extreme with hundreds of settings that control every aspect of the user
experience.
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Use the XBOX 360 controller (or compatible devices) as a remote control with custom functions assignable to buttons
and thumb sticks.

Over 300 functions, assignable to keyboard keys, mouse buttons, remote control buttons or controller buttons and thumb
sticks.

Hardware accelerated video Decoding & DeInterlacing (DXVA, CUDA, QuickSync).

Hardware, GPU based high-quality image upscaling algorithms (Bicubic, Lanczos, Jinc), maxing out high-end gaming
cards for best-in-class video image quality.

Digital Audio output over S/PDIF & HDMI Bit-Streaming to external receivers/amps.

An Install Center application which makes life easy by keeping decoding components consistently up to date (optional).

A fullscreen navigation interface, easily upgrading the PC into a full Home Theater experience or for use on touch-
screen tablets.

A Command & Control API that works over TCP/IP (the internet), COM or WinAPI, providing access to custom mods
you can create yourself.

Decrypted Blu-Ray Movie playback with Subtitle support.

Video Wall (Span a single video across multiple monitors).

Scene-Cut (Dynamic, Virtual Audio/Video editing).

Non-Linear 16:9 (widescreen) / 4:3 (fullscreen) video scaling.

Video Orbiting (Prevents screen-burns by slowly moving the video image every few seconds).

HTML, Flash and QuickTime Interactivity (Browse content from within Zoom Player, bypassing standard media
controls).

Create custom Mobile-Phone RingTones from playing media.

GuardDog (Automatically restart Zoom Player if the player becomes unresponsive).

All popular formats are supported : H.264, XVID, DIVX, DVD, Blu-Ray, FLV, WMV, QuickTime, MPEG 1/2/4, MP3,
AAC, DTS, Dolby Digital, FLAC and many more including the recent ones such as Dolby-TrueHD, WebM, OPUS,
etc...

Click here for the complete feature list.

Note: The latest version of DirectX is recommended but not mandatory. We suspect most of you have updated already and we
simply did not want to burden you with a bloated download. If you feel it is finally time to upgrade to the latest DirectX, click

here.
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Title: Zoom Player 13 : Steam Edition
Genre: Audio Production, Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
Inmatrix LTD
Publisher:
Inmatrix LTD
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 98

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 80 MB available space

Additional Notes: Be aware that browsers using hardware accelerated page rendering can interfere with the smoothness of
media playback on lower end systems.

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Czech,Hungarian,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian,Polish,Thai
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SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!. Classic HOS game, but for one thing : silhouette HOS .. they look like HOS but you
actually end up manipulating objects forward and backward, moving them from left to right.. untill they fit the perfect shape to
a certain angle. I found these quickly boring. Some achievements will require you to accomplish them under a minute.
As most games of the genre, the story isn't ambitious but it gets the job done, driving you from many nice and somewhat easy
puzzles to few classic HO scenes and some silhouette HO thingy.
I still recommend it, especially if on sales.

One big pro : The more or less chip music of the retro arcade video game "Flap for Life" (a game in the game) with many chip
sounds of 8-bit music. That was a good and enjoying surprise!. Not interesting still.. Boring old game with bad controls. Don't
get how to play.. Tanya is amzing, worth getting if your a hardcore fan or a newcomer who wants something new and fun to play
as. I liked it... the game only takes an hour or two max without any help. Alright story, decent mechanics. I like the graphics.
Fun and recommend it but just know it won't take more than an hour or two.
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Tomato Jones is back to face the danger! If the first game was hard, this one will make you see a tomato that will be mashed,
drowned, burnt and a more over and over and over and over again XD

The old controls are back. You can move forward, backward, left and right as well jump, which will require all of your
platforming skills to dominate such moves.

The addition of water is a plus, it is funny to see the tomato drowning lol

Another plus is that you now can put those coins you collect into use to buy other hats for Tomato Jones which are the ones the
enemies use (helmet, the indian headdress, a viking helmet, a feathered hat (which reminds me a lot to the one The Mask uses
XD) and that hat the Generals use which I don't remember its name right now n.nU

At least now you can give your tomato a new look with those hats XD

And of course, you don't even have to waste your breath getting angry when you die since the game does that for you pretty well
with all those funny phrases you randomly get when Tomato Jones dies XD

Just a thing for Ati graphics owners. The game loads well, you can play well, but when you finish a level, if you click on any of
the options (next level, return to map or exit game), the game will freeze. I already reported this to the game's dev via Tomato
Jones facebook page and he will look into it :)

It may not happen with all the Ati models, but I thought in tell you so you won't get the surprise. Then again the game just got
launched, so it is normal for it to have some bugs here and there, but nothing that can't be solved via an update later.

The game's price remains in a very affordable price, and you will get a really fun and challenging game, which reminds you of
the glorious old school gaming. That one in which the games weren't too complex and yet they were challenging and fun :).
Zombies
Just... Zombies!
Multiplayer? NO
Campaign? NO
ZOMBIES!!!. EDIT: The dude's remaking the game, so definitely keep a watch on this.
This game has a lot of promise. I'm a big fan of the graphics, weapons, combat and general feel of it. It's pretty awesome to
dock with an abandoned ship to search for supplies, only to have a hoard of aliens and nano-zombies try kick your balls up
through your mouth. However, it's got a decent amount of glitches and really not all that much to do. You kill and search a ship,
planet or space station for, hacking tools, medkits, explosives and ammo so you can kill more. There seem to be missions in, but
I'm not sure if they even work. It seems like it should be in early access. It's definitely not worth the $10 price tag, but would be
if there were more additions to it.
I really, really wanna give this game a thumbs up.. Wierd ruski game, clunky mechanics and is so♥♥♥♥♥♥its funny.. I would
not get this as the dress up and character creation does nothing for the game itself and you cannot use your much better creation
over the "meh" character you play as in the game. Plus, you can only dress up a girl with a way above average body and not a
male or a fat girl...just an athletic girl is all you can do.

Zup! XS Now available!:
Zup! XS Now available!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/673800/Zup_XS/
- FullHD
- 60 levels
- Pleasant music
- Intuitive interface
- Steam achievements
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. Unimplemented achievements:
We updated software to v.1.2.0.
Achievements were implemented in this update.
However, you can not unlock some of achievements.
The following six achievements cannot be unlocked yet.

 Senju in Musashi Province

 Fuji from Kanaya on the Tôkaidô

 People Climbing the Mountain

 At Sea off Kazusa

 Katsushika Hokusai

 ???（Secret achievement）

So we are planning the next update to implement the above achievements.

Thank you.

OCTET
. Minesweeper! Content Drop 28/5 × PLEASE REVIEW THE GAME:
Yes! Czech narrations are close! Expect them in around a week.
Sadly... some translations have been cancelled, which means there will only be Polish, Turkish, Russian and French added -
mostlikely no other languages.

Addditionaly we would like to kindly ask you if you could maybe (Looks at you with cute puppy eyes) review the game  it will
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help us a ton - we will know what you dislike and what we can fix and perhaps we will be even able to add trading cards later on
- who knows?

Divertic out :)
. Early Access Version 1.1.8 Hotfix Released:
The bugs reported below are fixed;

•Interaction speed is too low when piloting Dart,
•Ship doesn’t stop when approching the asteroids
•Experts are not getting money for training.
•After interacting with command console in Soma station, main menu does not open and camera contradictions become harder
•The fees of mercenaries at Soma station continue to be paid after they die or left
•Getting “Data Cores” from T3 anomalies
•After gathering an anomaly the Misc Tool effect and sound don't stop until you jump out of system.
•Players who experience crashes, please send the game logs and the last save file (or just MainSave99.sav) to 
info@dbkgames.com

You can find the log file at :

C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Spacebourne\ASPv3\Saved\Logs

And save files are in ...Saved/SaveGames folder.

Thank you.
. AIRA VR | Version 1.0.2 released!:
"Bonjour" to our french speaking folks!

The next update of AIRA VR is focused on language. From now on it is possible to switch the interface language to french as
well.

We keep it rolling and wish you continue to have lots of fun defending the galaxy!
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